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(i) 

INTRODUCTION 

History of  the Cement Industry 

The development of the cement  industry,  in common with that 

of many other  large industries,   has come  about  from  a series 

of incidents  that  started many conturien  ago.     It  is probable 

that clay was  the  first cementitious material,   because it was 

widely distributed  and required no preliminary processing. 

In fact,   long before the  appearance of man,   clays  were molded 

by contact with minerals,  plants,   and animals,   and  they supply 

many records of value in geology  and other sciences. 

Even in modern times,  clay,   in  addition to  that made into 

bricks,   is used  as  a building material.       In January,   1943,  it 

was announced  that a contract had been let in Chungking, China, 

for a  75,000  dollar clay building,   to be used  as  the headquarters 

of the Office of War Information. 

Sun dried bricks  are used  extensively.     The  abode brick 

made in the United States,  Mexico,   and some otber countries 

where dry climates prevail,   are  sun dries.       There  is evidence 

that the brick in the Great Wall  of China,   in the vicinity of 

Shanahikwan,   is  sun dried. 

It seems  likely that,  after clays,  limes wore  among tha 

first cementitious materials.       Although clays can be used 

without any processing before the  addition of water,   in the case 

of limes,  the  application of heat pr»o«dM th«    addition of water. 



(ii) 

One  cannot  proceed  very far  with  the  study of cement before 

coming  across  the  name  of  Edystone,   a  group of  gneiss  rock  in  the 

English Channel  off  the  coast of Cornwall.       For many years  this 

aas  the  site of  lighthouses.       Previous   to  1756,   these were  frame 

structures.       In  that  year,   John  Smenton was  employed by the 

parliament  to build   a  lighthouse  which,   it was  hoped,   would be 

permanent.       It was  well  known  that  common  limes would not harden 

under water,   but,   qenerally,   it was  believed  that  a high calcium 

lime was   superior  to  one  that had   a   lower calcium content. 

Smeaton  found  that   lime  made  from  limestones,   relatively high 

in clay content,   could  harden under  water. 

There was   a deposit of  such   limestone  at Aberthaw.       It 

is  known now that  the  hydraulic  characteristics  of  such limes   are 

due  to  the  silicates   they contain.        A  lighthouse,   72   feet high, 

was  constructed of  masonry,   the  mortar  of which was  made with 

Aberthaw hydraulic   lime. 

Pozzolana Cements  were  developed   and used  extensively by 

the  Romans.       The  name   "pozzolana, ;   which  today,   is  spelled  in  a 

variety of ways,   was  derived  from Pozzuoli,   a town in Italy a 

few miles  from Naples   and Mount Vesuvius.       This  material  is of 

volcanic origin   ,   containing compounds  of  silicon,   aluminum,   and 

some other elements.       The Romans   found  that a hydraulic cementitious 

material could be make by mixing hydrated lime  and a finely ground 

Pozzoloana.       It  is  probable that  Pozzolana were  the  first 

hydraulic cement developed. 



(ili) 

In   1824  Joseph  Aspdin,   a stonemason,   living   at  Leeds,   England, 

was  granted  a patent   for   a now type   ol  comentitious  material. 

The  color  of the  product   after hydration  reminded him of   the 

limestone  of the  Isle   of  Portland.        Because of this-    he  named 

the  product  "portiand   cement'1.       Portland,   ir   the  name of 

product  made by a  given  process,   sòme  what  analogous  to  Bessemer 

steel. 

A  fundamental   difference between  natural  cements   and 

Portland  cements   lies   in  the  selection   and processing  of  the  raw 

materials  before   they  enter  the kilns.        On  this  bosis,   Portland 

dements   have retained   the  lead in  the   field decades. 

Although there   are  numerous  cements   recommended  in  relatively 

for  special purposes,   in general,   those  manufacturedJ.n relatively 

large  quantities   arc   portland,   or they contain  a portland  and 

one  or  more other  mater-'0!*. 
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Althrough Iran like many other countries had used 

:ementitions materials in construction in historical times, 

particularly in the construction of dams.   The old Day Dam over 

Ithe Karoon River and the Amir Dorn over the (Koor) river examples 

the actual . beginnings of the cement industry in Iran came during 

jthis century after the ascent of the Pahlavi Dynasty to the Thron. 

As a result of industrial reforms promulgated bykha,p^lnvl 

it became necessary for Iran to establish a cement factory to 

¡meet its growing demands for construction materials. 

The first cement factory in Iran was constinded in the city 

of Ray, which is south of the capital, Tehrc.n, in 1934.   it's 

initial production was 100 tons daily.  This insufficient to 

meet the increasing requirements of cement for construction and 

^road building so in 193E another factory with a daily production 

¡capacity of 200 tons was constructed close to the site of the 

[original factory. 

Up to the beginning of the second s ¿ven Y3ar 0 ivelopment 

>lan (1955), the government-owned »ay Cement factory with its 

laily production of 300 tons and the privately owned Mashad Cement 

factory with a 90 ton daily production capacity were the only 

suppliers of cement in Iran. 



The requirment of the Second Plan in the feeld of 

construction were such that the production rapacity of these 

two factories was insufficent to meet them so another 

factory was constructed in Shira* called the Pats Cement 

Companeys with an initial daily production capacity of 

250 tons. 

Il 



1- Production Analysis 

A. Present Production Units,  Number  and Specification, 

presently there arc  thirteen cement factories in differnt 

areas of Iran,  eleven of which are operational,   while two are in 

the final  stages of construction. 

These factories are producing cement at a rate of 10-15% 

above their actual capacity; Considering a 330 day production 

year, the total volume of cement production is 4 million tons 

per year. 

Permission has been given for the establishment of ten new 

cement factories which will  commence production during the fifth 

Development-Plan (1973-1978)   their names,  locations and expected 

capacities  are as follows: 

Table 2. 

B. Production Analysis 

As a result of an increased capacity of the  three original 

cement factories and the establishment of new factories,  the 

volume of production increased form 300,000 tons  in 1965 to 

33 million tons in 1972,       This means there was  an eleven fold 

increase in volume of production during a sixteen year period, 

as well  a an increase in the number of factories  from ihree to 

thirteen. 
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Table 

NO. 2 

lie-)  Tac i-or if s W.i. 

Production durin. 

»c.h Will Commence 

; fir i-T. plan 

"' OAiLV 
Name Location Capacity 

Hm* 

1 GORGAN A KASANJARAN Cement GORGAN 2000 

2 BANDAR ADAS Cement BANDAR ABAS 2000 

3 ZAHEOAN Cement ZAHEOAN 1009 

4 BEHBAHAN  " BEHBAHAN 2000 

5 KERMAN SHAH " KERMANSHAH 2000 

6 YA2D        " YA2D 1000 

7 REZAIAH      » .TEZIAH 2000 

8 HAMEDAN     " HAMS DAN 1000 

9 KASHAN " KASHAN 2000 

1 10 
KORDES7AN " KORDESTAN 2000 

•• 
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?able   •    Sh0WS   that  the^  was   a decrease  (or negative   growth) 

in the annual  production of cernei t  in  the years  1961,   1962  and 

1966.       These wero years of economic crisis. 

Although private construction was  at a  low  level   during  the 

years  1968  and  1969,   increased governmental  housing activities 

and construction on the  site of  the Asian Fair  (1969)   accounted 

for an increased  level of production during  these  years. 

The average  annual  increase  in cement production during  the 

fourteen year period  (1959 -  1972)  was  thirteen per cent. 

When production in the newly established  factories h* 

reached its  capacity the  average  annual  production  should reach 

a  level of 15,000     tons. 



Taille Production  ot   O.r.v.T.L   i.n  J.r.^n 
(iY>r   tno  Y ;;.¿:z   l'U'?   îLO   LDï;''} 

YEAR 
- 

PRODUCTICM 
(Ton)                  1 Increto 

IUDEX 
  

 •.     ••   • 1 
C Percer, tan*.') 

1959 660947 100 

1960 800000 •21.04 121.04 

1961 695000 -13.13 105.15 

1962 667588 -3.95 101.00 • 

1963 714954 • 7.09 108.17 

1964 1120269 •56.69 169.49 

196S 1418632 •26.63 214.64 

1966 1394960 -1.67 211.05 

1967 1478407 •5.98 223.68 

1968 1903940 •28.78 288.06 

1969 2342030 •23.00 354.34 

1970 2587097 •10.46 391.42 

1971 2830203 •9.39 428.20 

1972 330B232 

• -           -    , .—,_, _.—_ _.. 

•16.89 500.53 
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11 Consumption Analysis 

A»       Analysis of Consumption Volume 

Table 4 shows Coment Consumption in Iran during the period 

1959-1972.       The   years 1961,1962  and 1963  show decreases  in 

consumption which can be attributed to ecoaomic crisis during 

those year8. 

Since 1964  cement consumption in Iran has increased at 

a rapid pace because of the improved economic  situation 

prevailing in the country as well  as ever increasing housing 

construction.       In 1972 cement consumption was  four tides that 

of  1959. 

The average  annual growth  in cement consumption during 

this  fourteen year period was  thirteen per cent.       The highest 

growth rate in  the years 1968-19*9.       The reasons for the 

high consumption  during these years was an increase in 

governmental housing activities  and the exceptional construction 

activities related  to the Asian Pair. 

Comparing with volume of consumption in 1972  (3,364,076 

tons)  with the volume of production in the same year 

(3,308,282 tons).   Is obvious that 98* of the cement consumed 

in Iran was supplied by local production and only 2% was 

supplied through  import. 

According  to the statistics of the Iranian Ministry of 

Economy, 55* of the cement produced in Iran is consumed by the 

construction industry,22% is u.ed for road building,8% is used 

by manufacturers   and 7% is used for other purposes. 
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Table 
No. 4 

Cesine nt 
(i-'rora 1 

v.'on.-ira'ition   in  Iran 
550  to  1.91?) 

YEAR CONSUMPTION 
(Ton) 

ANNUAL. 
Ine r:^~' se 
(Percentage) 

INDÜX 

1959 706150 100 

1960 830167 + 17.6 117.6 

1961 720394 -13.2 102.0 

1962 693235 -3.3 98.2 

1963 591141 -.? 97.9 

1964 1024615 •48.2 154.1 

1965 1312521 + 28.1 185.9 

1966 1427079 + 8.7 202.1 

1967 1569000 + 9.9 222.2 

1968 1911022 + 21.8 270.6 

1969 2390284 ••25.1 338.5 

1970 2614211 + 9. 4 370.2 

1971 2885208 + 10.4 408.6 

1972 3364076 • 16.6 476.4 

-     •  • . j. 

1% 
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VOLÜMF 
(THOUSAND TON) 

:_>NSJMPTlON . oRCX/TH 
CHART.YEARSC1959 -72) 

YEARI19S9 60 61   62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71  72 
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B.  Export Analysis 

Until 1960 Iran did not export cements but in that year the 

government decided to export cements to Afghanistan to some 

Persian Gulf Areas.  The decision to allow the exportation of 

cement was for several reasons. 

a) to halt the economic crisis of that year 

b) to get foreign exchange 

c) to expand reiendly relations with neighboring countries 

d) to increase export of other products (cement was a leading 

export item in these areas) 

Government interference in cement export was limited to the 

years 1964 and 1965 it can be seen in Table 5 that these two 

year» ted years of which had exceptionally high volumes of 

exportation.   Producers were not in favor of exporting cement 

because of the large internal demand and limited producing 

capacities of their factories. 

In 1969; however, there was a 12.5% increase in the volume 

of cement exported over the previous year and in 1970 the increase 

was 75.76* over 1969.  These substantial increases in the volum 

of export of cement were because of expanding importation. 

In 1971 and 1972 there was a reduction in the volume of 

export (42.89^-1971 and 53.56%-1972) which had as its cause.. 

a) expansion of construction activities by the private 

section of the economy 

b) import limitation. 

äs 
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C.   Import Analysis 

Up until 1966 most of the coment consumed in Iran and 

exported abroad was produced locally.   Until that year very 

low volume of cement was imported, v/hen export limitations were 

removed by the government in 1966 it was necessary to allow 

importation to keep cement movement in balance.  The Iranian 

Parliament therefore passed a law permitting the importation of 

cement. 

%itially cement was imported rorm Irag and the Sovit Union. 

Recently; however Pakistan has replaced Irag. as a supplier of 

cement to Iran. 

Despite increased government construction activities the 

volume of import was reduced in 1968, factories were producing 

their maximum capacities. 

In 1969 and 1970 there was an increase in the volume of 

cement imported but in 1971 and 1972 this was again reduced. 

This reduction was due to 

a) shortag< of cement in world rtarket 

b) increase in world price of cement. 



i fi 
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D»      Direct  and  Indirect Rol» «* r_^ 
irect Role of Government  in Price Stability 

and Production. 

The Iranian government ha, had an importand role m the 

develops oi the cement industry both diracuy ^ ind 

1 Pir«ct Roi» •* 

•)    The governmnet has established an organization The_Çenter 

for Adjrijina and Supervising the Çomiumotion, Production 

- export of cedent.     This organic is ,ll8    re.pon.ible 

for price control  in the cement industry and it review, price. 
annually. 

b) import of cement and distribution of it in needed are... 

e) Establishment of sales organization. In all major eitle. 

and development centers. 

«> E.tabli.hment of government factories in area, there 

i. needed, and private sector is not „lmng to inv.,t. 
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TT«     Indirect Role 

Production 

a)    The government • s .effective  role  in  the production of 

cement began  1931 when  the requirements  of cement for the 

construction of buildings and roads became  so high that it was 

necessary to  take measures to insure that   the volume  was   sufficient 

to meet the demands.       The result of the  government's  interference 

in the cement  industry was stabilization of reasonable cement 
price. 

b) The government  has assisted the private sector by 

Providing financial assistance indirectly.       since the tin,? 

of  the Third  Development Plan cheap and easily available 

loans have been provided  through  the Industrial Development 

Bank,   and the  Industrial Credit  Bank. 

c) Tax holiday for  industries  this policy has been very 

effective especially in  the provincial  areas. 

d>    Import duty and   tax subsidiaries   for cement  factory 
machinery. 
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IV-    Importaría Factorá  ,,  in Present Cement Shortage. 

Three basic Factors  are  responsible  for the present shortage 

of cement in Iran. 

1. No coordination between those responsible  for planning 

construction material production and those aware of 

anticipated consumption of cement  and other construction 

materials. 

2. Lach of control  on private investment  and production 

programs in the  field of construction materials. 

3. Increased world wide consumptions of cement in recent 

years.       The shortage of cement on the world market,   attributed 

to sudden increased volume of consumption has created serious 

concern for consumers.       Consumption has  increased  at a much 

more rapid pace than production and the gap cannot be filled 

by substitution materials.       The price of cement on the world 

market has reached  to  an all-time high because of this shortage, 

and  also increase in production costs. 

Increased volume of local production can be the only solution 

to this problem,  as  attempting to overcome the  shortage cannot 

be met by buying on the world market,  since transportation 

costs increase the price even more. 

4. Heavy substitution of caroont for other construction 
materials. 

5. The building of  several exceptionally large projects 

construction such as  the Asian Olympic  Stadium and the 

attached Olympic Village,  verious dams,   and few other 

similer projects. 
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0f C0UrS3'  «"»«.riño the „.cl.. 
^pacicil  conditions <„ T 
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Wc; Government Policios aecardintj Solución of Cement   Problem 

A. Table  7.  shows  thr?t  the government hns given permission 

for the establishment of  ten nev coment  factories which will 

go into production during  the next  five ycarc.      Dy  tho.t 

time consumption denand and production will be on the  same 

level, 

B. The government has taken the responsiblity for   the 

importation of coment  to overcon« tho  shortcgc which exist 

until  the no,' ly established factories  -re producing  at 

their full  capacities. 

C. Tha government has t.-Jcen responsibility for the 

distribution of cement through-out the country in order 

to keep price und^r control. 

u.     In ordor to overcome the problon of ;   lach of 

specialists  in the cement  industry,   .   number of schools 

for training technicians have been established. 

I 
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E.    Studies   are being nade,   in collaboration v/ith  the 

Machine 3uildino  Plant in Arak  and  the Snginering Plant 

in Tabriz,  to sec  if will ba  Zezai'olo  to produca locally 

some o£ the equipment :.n<2 nr-chi.ne? necessary for the production 

of ceraont. 

The Industrial Development and ¡lemovätion Organization 

hopes to design i».nd produce locally more than 50% of the 

machlnsry used  in cement factories within the next few years. 

It is expected that these ns\; government policies 

will help to solve the problem of the bottlenech of cement 

in the Iranian market:      It is riso hoped that in the near 

future Iren will be able to axport know-how,  and machinery 

of Coment Industries to neighboring countries. 




